We come forward now at this time, The White, Winged, Collective, Consciousness of Nine through our conduit Magenta Pixie, to speak of the peak point, culmination point, energetic spike of an energy portal you are now aligning with or are sitting within.

We speak to the conscious, aware and activated individuals for there are those upon your planet who do not align with or sit within these portals we speak of.

Whilst the energetic frequency is there for them from a planetary and global perspective, they create for themselves an individualised reality-bubble-timeline that does not hold the opportunities for them that are presented with these portals of consciousness.

Know that they are always in close proximity to another individual or other individuals who do experience these portals and due to radiation of frequency as in 'the light is catching' they are always exposed to the potential and possibility of the portal experience.

Therefore you may have two individuals living within the same household or community, they may even be in a relationship such as an Earthly marriage or parent/child and yet one may experience the portal within their individualised reality and the
other may not.

Hence there are those that speak of multiple portals of sine-wave-rainbow-wave-fields and particles of light or cosmic ray dust raining down upon them or flooding them from within and they see and feel these particles and waves rain down upon or flood the entire planetary system and beyond and indeed all of humanity, they see receiving these information particles of solar-plasmic-light and indeed they are correct in all that they see and all that they say.

And yet you may hear from another that these portals, gateways, waves and lightstreams do not exist and that they are simply 'nothing but the imaginings of the one who lives within a fictional Utopian paradise' and indeed these individuals are also correct from the perspective they hold and thus the self created reality they experience.

So whilst we address our communications through this transmission to all, there are the very small minority who receive this message in it's intended form who do not experience the portals at this time.

However, our words and energetics spoken and delivered through our conduit Magenta Pixie are *seed points* into your own expansion and the majority of you shall experience these portals.

To those who remain as 'intentional creators' who do not choose to experience portals of light but instead utilise the
collective energies and lightstreams of others through a service-to-self choicepoint, we say to you that the utilisation of that which you feed on rapidly becomes less and less as the prophesied grid structures move into pattern and form beyond even the comprehension of your most enlightened and illumined masters.

It is the 'child on the street' if you will, the ones you have called ignorant and profane that shall rise above you to heights unimagined by your most powerful priests of darkness.

They ride upon the waves of innocence, those very same waves that 'he who came before them', the ones they called Jeshua and Melchizedek and all their Essene brethren did ride upon.

All you did was 'suppress' you could never 'extinguish' and now the nets of your illusory suppression are no more.

And to those who hear our words, who know of and create the portals, we present to you now that which you have unknowingly and knowingly manifested as the Samhain, 11.11 merged portal of light peaks upon your planetary reality in alignment with yet new diamond and crystal light codings within your DNA field.

The traditional 31st October Samhain Sabbat held the subconscious, feminine, moon energy and was passed through with many who held seeds of the moon creation.

The witches, wizards, mages, magicians and ladies of the lake who are indeed those we call dreamweavers did work with a
higher or should we say *multidimensional* moon portal at the time of the Samhain gateway.

These lunar seeds were planted and grew instantaneously and exponentially.

The lunar seeds within DNA filament codings holding the 12 strand pattern of unified completion into the fractality of the 144 codex, as Divine Queen Sophia and Princess Aurora feminine matrices, were extended through a repeating pattern of emanation and opened up into full flower-of-life growth patterns on the 7th November 2019. *This was the full manifestation of the Samhain Gateway.*

Yet merging with this through understanding of the mathematical and geometric 'Twin Flame unity fields' was/is the 11.11 patterning through recognition of that Gregorian calendrical date.

Whilst the energetic is not created by any Gregorian counting system, the consciousness that is held within aware starseeded humanity utilises the Gregorian calendrical system as the counting frame *as the true Mayan Calender system shines through* from the multidimensional timeclock that stands always in perpetual motion from the perspective of the cosmic moment *21st December 2012.*

What we do here is move your receptivity beyond the processing and understanding of the left brained logical hemisphere into the feminine heart centred knowing that is in
full alignment with the 12 strand codex of the crystalline DNA field.

It is after the receiving of the message and the code that the processing and understanding occurs within the logical left hemisphere of the brain centre.

When the movement takes place this way the endocrine system is bought into play alongside the neuro transmitters and brain pathways bringing the pineal gland that which you know as third eye chakra into its fullest activation.

Thus the story can be presented to you in the unique style that is all that is you and in perfect harmony with all that is you.

We draw your attention to this intrinsic receptivity for this is all that the Samhain Gateway, 11.11 merge is energetically, the moon cycle without and within, the lunar aspect, the subconscious, the Divine Feminine as Queen, Princess through keycode group soul presentations as planetary and galactic logos, Sophia and Aurora.

This is that which occurs within you now collectively. For the last few weeks have held much integration of the shadow aspect and it may have appeared to you that the cosmic connection was lost to you, that you struggled to find it under the weight of a continuous third dimensional cycle presenting itself at every turn.

Yet as activated Starseeds you remained connected, as many of you will have compensated for the denser energies within the
physical reality through dreamtime experience which has always been received through the higher inner technology that is your endocrine and neurological systems working in perfect harmony, regardless of physical symptoms or organs, tissues and systems that appear to be out of sync.

The inner technology that is the plasmic field that runs around, outside and within your bodies is beyond linear time and exists in multiple timelines simultaneously.

It is an information field, the keys of which are stored within your skeletal systems and it is as it this time of the Samhain Gateway 11.11 merge from 7th November to 13th November *peaking or culminating on on the 11th November* that you are most easily able to access the keycodes within the skeletal systems and move them from stored bone memories into current and cosmic information.

This information system runs through you now as a 'river of light', indeed this is exactly what this is, the *Krystal river* of your very meridian system that flows into the *Krystal river, true dragon lines of the Earth Grid* and that which you know as Schumann resonance.

All comes on line for you as inner technology cannot be destroyed, hijacked, changed, stolen, reduced, redacted or removed.

Indeed *that which was intended as suppression simply became storage*. As the time capsule within bone.
This is a keycoded trigger of the highest import for you at this time so hear this now, heed this now and allow this to be received, processed and understood.

We ask our conduit to say this again, slowly, clearly, succinctly - so you may catch the code that is the very essence of the 12 strand crystalline pattern through lunar-streams and rainbow-waves - we say to you now;

**THAT WHICH WAS INTENDED AS SUPPRESSION SIMPLY BECAME STORAGE. AS THE TIME CAPSULE WITHIN BONE.**

We say again - allow this to penetrate through all that you are so you may know the extent of the game, the entrapment, the false matrix and all that it hinged upon and stood for;

**THAT WHICH WAS INTENDED AS SUPPRESSION SIMPLY BECAME STORAGE. AS THE TIME CAPSULE WITHIN BONE.**

As storage, this has never left you. It has always been available within your 'lock up', 'inner treasure chest' or 'secret hidden hallway' within the inner building that transforms itself to the crystal palace once the imagination fields of hyperspace landscapes begin to construct.

That which has been in storage within 'lock up', 'treasure chest' or 'secret hidden hallway' becomes the very foundations and fabric of the entire structure. All that was once you unfolds upon itself, this is known as *compression and implosion*. 
All unfolds as *inside out becomes outside in*. The inner and true pole shift, flat Earth system to spherical globe and vice versa, magnetic North becoming Magnetic South.

All geological and physical metaphors formed in matter are thus understood as you move mountains with your mind.

You are, in essence, the greatest illusionists that ever lived. You have outsmarted those who would control you for you have always been illusion to them.

The unseen, the unimportant and the utterly profane. You were dismissed as simply coincidental. This was the greatest 'mistake' if you will. For now the controllers realise your collective power and it is too late. The genie can not be placed back into the proverbial bottle as it were, you are now seen in your true form. No longer illusionists for that safety mechanism fail safe program is no longer needed. You are seen in your true form. You are the 12 strand, 144 fractal emanations of the 'Kristed-Source-Consciousness-Template' fully incarnated as Avatars or Ascended Masters on Earth.

It is at this time, after the planting of the lunar seeds that the cyclical spiral moves into yet another higher point. This time the spiral touches the vestiges of fourth density and in it's wake moves a 'firework of light', a 'cosmic comet', she we call the Golden Dragon and her name is Flame.

Thus begins activations and in turn processing of the fire letters of the DNA fields through Crystalline and Indigo templates.
True separation from form and no form through your month of October created the Twin-Flame-self-merge now called upon.

The sine wave movement that is the sideways presentation of the cosmic spiral is felt as rhythm. Starseeded rhythm of the awakened souls.

Now, you move through another peak within that sine wave. This peak occurs for you collectively as the centre of the Samhain, 11.11 Gateway on November 11th 2019.

What must we do? you ask, how do we access this portal? Listen to the message, play the transmission, understand the story and sleep on it as they say.

Allow the powerful dreamtime experience accessed through conscious dreaming, meditation, creative visualisation and relaxation or yoga nidra. There are many tools to move you into the 'beyond the double helix', 'beyond the theta' brainwave state.

That which you know as the sympathetic nervous system or somnambulistic trance state. Here, you will find the answers. You may use knowledge, inspirational poetry, plant medicines, crystals, organite, prayer, dance, yoga, salted water immersion, raw food experience or toning, music and chanting.

Or you may use this transmission and our words now for we give you the keycodes and triggers here, through our conduit Magenta Pixie and coded monadic structure through word and
sound.

This is our transmission and we give this name.

Krystalline Samhain 11.11 Stargate, November 11th 2019.

Your time is now.

**We are the White, Winged, Collective, Consciousness of Nine**